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Name:____________________________________ID____________Department:___________Sec_____ 

Part I: Short Answer Questions (8 marks) 

1. What are the three decisions making situations?  

2. List out the two network modeling techniques (project management techniques).  

3. What are the three management functions for which project network techniques are applied?  

Part II: True/False Questions (7 marks) 

Say true if the statement is correct and false if it is incorrect. 

1. Network diagrams of projects are constructed using arrows and nodes.  

2. Cost minimization is the objective of applying an assignment model.  

3. A risk taker decision maker in an uncertain situation evaluates the decision alternatives based on 

the MaxiMax criterion.  

4. A transportation problem can be solved no matter whether its aggregate supply is equal to its 

aggregate demand or not. 

5. Linear programming decisions are examples of the decisions that managers make under the 

certainty situation.  

6. The shortest path in network modeling is called the critical path.  

7. It is to plan, schedule and control a projects three important constraining parameters, time, cost 

and resources that we use either CPM or PERT. 
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Part III: Workout Questions (35 marks) 

Answer each of the following questions on the separate answer sheet provided by show all the 

necessary steps.  

1. An owner of a real state business needs to construct residential houses for households. The houses 

can be constructed in three alternative designs (A, B, and C). The competitive pressure at the time 

the houses will be ready for sale will be strong, moderate, or weak. The table below shows the 

payoffs (millions of Birr) associated with each of the design-competitive pressure combination. 

Design Competitive pressure 

Strong Moderate Weak 

A 5 6 8 

B -2 7 10 

D -8 -3 18 

 

Required: Determine the best design for the business man based on: 

a. MaxiMax 

b. MaxMin 

c. Herwicz criterion given that the coefficient of optimism is 0.7 and the coefficient of 

pessimism is 0.3.  

d. La Place – Average  

1. A company produces a product at two production plants (1 and 2) and distributes it to three 

destinations (A, B, and C). The per month production capacities of the plants are 50 tons and 

30 tons respectively, whereas the demand for the product at the destinations are for 25 tons, 

45 tons, 10 tons respectively. The transportation cost per ton from each of the production sites 

to each of the destinations are shown in the table below: 

Source 

Destination 

A B C 

1 Birr 15 Birr 30 Birr 20 

2 30 40 35 
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Required:  

a. Develop the initial feasible solution of the problem using the North-West-Corner 

Method. 

b. Develop the initial feasible solution of the problem using the Least Cost Cell Method.  

c. Optimize the Least-Cost Cell Method initial feasible solution using the stepping stone 

method. 

2. Sur construction Private Limited Company needs to assign three newly employed project 

managers to three different projects. The distance in kilometers that each of the project managers 

can travel to each of the projects, if assigned, are given in the table below: 

Project 

manager 

Project: 

A B C 

1 11 14 6 

2 6 10 12 

3 5 12 7 

 

Required:- using the Hungarian method, optimize the problem.  

 


